
Kristal realises that each family is unique and works with them to customise a need based
solution targeting the following:

Legacy Planning

Legacy planning

Will drafting

Residency & Citizenship
by Investment

Education Consultancy
for the next generation
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Residency & Citizenship by Investment

Portugal United States United Kingdom Australia

The Golden Visa Program is the fastest and
simplest program that provides foreign
investors the right to reside in
Portugal/European Union and opens a
gateway to get Portuguese Citizenship for
themselves and their families. 

The main benefits of the program are the
various choices of investments, fast
processing and a minimal requirement for
residency.

The EB-5 Immigrant Investor visa is a U.S.
federal program that allows qualified
investors and their immediate families to
obtain residency.

This visa provides ability to work and study
with preferred rates for education and a
direct path to citizenship

The UK Tier 1 Investor Program (UKIIP)
attracts top individuals who are keen on
relocating to UK through various
investment options. 

It is the most direct route to residency and
allows for a path to citizenship in the
future. 

The Investor Stream allows successful
applicants certain investment
requirements to secure residency
status in Australia. 

Permanent Residency allows a
pathway to citizenship through length
of stay or through place of birth
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Education Consultancy for the next generation

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE COLLEGE ADMISSION LEADERSHIP MENTORING 

We help choose and navigate a course load that aligns
with your goals and interests. Your passion is the

guiding thread of your entire high school career, and
we’ll make sure your academic involvement and

achievements highlight and reinforce your unique
direction. 

 

Guidance on all aspects of the college application
process will be provided from school selection to

essay writing, drafting the activities list, and preparing
for interviews. 

We help our students follow their passions to
exceptional places through creating impactful non-

profits and for-profits, writing public policy, and
pursuing activism and entrepreneurship in the ways

most meaningful to them. 

Identify and select schools
that fit your personality and
interests. 

Identify and select schools
that fit your personality and
interests. 

From brainstorming to
crafting an outstanding
personal essay. 

Outline a strategic long-term
action plan to make sure you're
on track. 

Identify and select schools that fit
your personality and interests. 

Navigate the application process
with grace and intention. 

Take on any post-application
issues, such as being waitlisted
or deferred. 

SCHOOL SELECTION 

INTERVIEW PREP 

COLLEGE ESSAYS TRACKING DEADLINES 

LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION APPLICATION STRATEGY 

POST ACCEPTANCE GUIDANCE 

In any application program, your admissions counselor will work with your child on: 
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